PRESS RELEASE

Westfalia relies on Eberspaecher heating solutions in its new
James Cook
•

Two Eberspaecher heaters built into the fourth-generation James Cook

•

Hydronic S3 Economy as standard

•

Plugtronic electrical heater available as an optional add-on

Esslingen, 19 September 2019 – Campervan manufacturer Westfalia has chosen to
use Eberspaecher’s high-performance and reliable heating systems in the latest
iteration of its James Cook model. The fourth-generation camper is equipped with
Hydronic S3 Economy as standard. The Plugtronic electrical heating system can
also be added as part of the optional Westfalia 4-Season Comfort Package.

Whether it’s a sudden shift in weather conditions in the mountains or the first cool late
summer nights: For the implementation of a comfortable heating concept in the new
James Cook, Westfalia relies on two components from the Esslingen-based climate
control experts. The Hydronic S3 Economy Diesel heater, which is controlled via
CI-BUS, forms the basis of this heating design. For trips to colder regions, the James
Cook can be fitted with the optional Westfalia 4-Season Comfort Package, which includes
the Plugtronic electrical heater. This heater can help keep your camping nights extra
quiet: When the engine is not running, the heater can be plugged into a power grid (230V)
– at a campground during the night, for example – to provide completely silent heating of
the vehicle thanks to its electrical operation.
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Captions:


The fourth-generation Westfalia James Cook is equipped with Eberspaecher heaters.
(Image source: Westfalia)



Eberspaecher Hydronic S3 Economy ensures that temperatures remain comfortable in the
new Westfalia James Cook.



The Westfalia 4-Season Comfort Package lets James Cook drivers enjoy completely silent
heating thanks to the Plugtronic electrical heater.
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About Eberspaecher:
With approximately 10,000 employees at 80 locations worldwide, the Eberspaecher Group is one of the
automotive industry’s leading system developers and suppliers. The family business, headquartered in
Esslingen am Neckar, stands for innovative solutions in exhaust technology, automotive electronics and
thermal management for a broad range of vehicle types. Eberspaecher components and systems provide
more comfort, greater safety and a cleaner environment on or off the road. In 2018, the Group generated
revenue of around 4.6 billion euros.
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